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In [5], Megibben introduced an invariant that, along with the Ulm 
invariants, determines the isomorphism classes of those mixed groups of 
torsion-free rank one whose torsion subgroups are direct sums of countable 
groups. Recently, Hill [2] has showed that the Ulm invariants suffice to 
classify reduced primary abelian groups that satisfy the third axiom of 
countability, that is, that are totally projective in the sense of Nunke [6]. 
The purpose of this paper is to establish that the Ulm invariants, together 
with the invariant introduced by Megibben, suffice to determine the iso- 
morphism classes of mixed groups of torsion-free rank one having torsion 
subgroups with totally projective primary components (see Theorem 2 below). 
Being based on results obtained by Hill [2] using purely combinatorial 
techniques, this paper not only generalizes previous results concerning mixed 
groups of torsion-free rank one (for ref. see [5, 7 and 81) but also seems 
somewhat more attractive in its simplicity. In particular, by very simple 
reasoning we avoid the completeness type argument introduced by Kaplansky 
and Mackey in [4] and used in subsequent treatments. Thus we have no need 
of introducing complete discrete valuation rings and require no homological 
machinery such as in [5]. 
All groups considered in this paper are assumed to be additively written 
abelian groups. A mixed group of torsion-free rank one is a mixed group G 
with the property that if x and y are elements of G having infinite order then 
there exist nonzero integers m and n such that mx = ny. We follow for the 
most part the notation and terminology of [l]. We mention the following 
notations: if G is an abelian group, then Gt denotes the torsion subgroup 
of G and G, the p-primary component of G, . Let G be an abelian group 
and let p be a prime. We define p*G inductively for all ordinals 01 as follows: 
pG={x~G/x=pgforsomeg~G} 
p,G = p(p-lG) if 01 - 1 exists. 
= n psG if a! is a limit ordinal. 
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If h is the first ordinal such that pnG = pn+lG, set p”G = pAG and observe 
that p(p”G) = p”G. We define the p-height h,“(x) of the element x in G 
by 
ho”(x) = 01 if x~p%G but x $p+lG 
=X3 if xgpmG. 
A subgroup H of G is a p-isotype subgroup of G if p”G n H = porH for all 
ordinals 01. For each ordinal 01, let (p”G)[p] = (p”+lG)[p] @ SEP. For A a 
subgroup of G, define &p(A) = {x E S,p / x + a ep”+lG for some a E A}. 
Considering S,p/S,p(A) as a vector space over the prime field of characteristic 
p, the dimension of &P/&Q(A) is called the or-thp-Ulm invariant of G relative 
to A and is denoted byf,“(G, A). When A = 0, we havef,p(G, 0) = (dimen- 
sion Sap), the ol-thp-Ulm invariant of G. 
The subgroup A of G is p-nice in G if each coset g + A contains an element 
g + a that has maximal p-height in G. If g has maximal p-height in the coset 
g + A we say g is p-proper with respect to A. The subgroup A of G is nice 
if A is p-nice in G for all primes p. If G is a p-group, h,*(g) = 00 for all 
g E G and all primes q f p. Hence if A is p-nice in the p-group G then A 
is nice in G. By Proposition 3.1 in [2], H is nice in the p-group G if and only 
if p”(G/H) = (p”G + H)/H for all ordinals 01. The following characterization 
of totally projective groups given by Hill [2] is used exclusively. 
THEOREM A. A reduced p-group G is totally projective if and only if G 
has a collection go of nice subgroups satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) OisamemberofVo. 
(2) 5~7~ is closed with respect to group-theoretic union. 
(3) If A E %?o and if H is a subgroup of G such that (A + H)/A is 
countable, there exists B E 9T6 such that B > A + H and B/A is countable. 
Let G be a totally projective p-group with collection V?o of nice subgroups 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem A. For HE V, , we observe that G/H 
is totally projective by setting VGjll = {B/H 1 B I H, B E U,]. Moreover, if 
K is a finite subgroup of G then @o’ = (0) u {A + K 1 A E %?o} is a collection 
of nice subgroups of G which contains K and satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem A. 
We shall use the following form of Hill’s Theorem 5.1 from [2]. 
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THEOREM B. Suppose that A and A are p-nice subgroups of G and ~7, 
respectively, such that f,p(G, A) = f,p(G, A) for all or. If G/A and G/A are 
totally projective p-groups, then any height-preserving isomorphism from A onto 
B can be extended to an isomorphism from G onto ~7. 
The invariant introduced in [5] is obtained by associating with a torsion- 
free rank one group G an equivalence class of matrices U(G). Let x be any 
element of infinite order in G, and p, , pa ,..., pi ,... the increasing sequence 
of primes. Associated with x is an infinite matrix U,(x) = (arij), called the 
Ulm matrix of x, where olij is just the p,-height of p,ix in G. An equivalence 
relation is defined between such infinite matrices by writing (Q) N (&) if 
and only if for almost all i the i-th rows of the two matrices are identical 
and for the remaining i’s there exist integers n and m such that (Y~,,+~ = /3i,m+rc 
for k = 0, I,... . It is immediately seen that if x and y are elements of G 
such that nx = my for nonzero integers n and m, then LJo(x) N U,(y). 
Therefore, if G has torsion-free rank one, the equivalence class U(G) of 
matrices determined by U,(x) where x is any element of infinite order is 
associated with the group G. In the sequel, we shall need the following fact 
from [5]. If G and G have torsion-free rank one and if U(G) = U(G), then 
there exist elements x E G and x E G having infinite order and such that the 
mapping x + x yields a height-preserving isomorphism of ZX onto Z%. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a reduced p-group containing a totally projective 
subgroup H. If G/H is countable then G is totally projective. 
Proof. Suppose G/H is countable and let G/H = En<,, Z(X,~ f H). 
Let L = CnCw Zx, C G. Clearly L n H is countable, since L is countable. 
Since H is totally projective, there exists a countable subgroup A of H such 
that A E VH and (L n H) _C A. We observe that L + A is countable. Since 
(L + A) n H = A and A E %a, we have G/(L + A) = (H + L)/(L + A) = 
(H + L + A)/L + A z H/H n (L + A) = H/A totally projective, by remark 
following Theorem A. To show that G is totally projective, it suffices to show 
that L + A is nice in G since the collection 
will then satisfy the required conditions of Theorem A; for by Proposition 3.2 
of [2], if B/(L + A) E %?o,~~+~) and L + A is nice in G then B is nice in G. 
Consider now the natural isomorphism 4 : G/(L + A) )++ H/A. For g E G, 
g==h+k’withhEH,/EL,wehave+(g+L+A)=(h+/+L+A)= 
h + il. Consequently, for any ordinal 01, + restricted to (p”H + L + A)/(L + A) 
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gives an isomorphism from (p”H + L + A)/(L + A) onto (~23 + A)/A 
and we obtain the commutative diagram: 
v 
p”H+A H 
A --------P- A i 1 -----++p.H+A= 0 
A 





for all OL and L + A is nice in G. 
LEMMA 1. If G is a group containing an element x such that G/Zx is a 
p-group, then Zx is a p-nice subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let g + 2x E G/Zx and suppose h,P(g) = 01. If h,p(kx) # 01 for 
all k E Z then g is p-proper with respect to Zx. 
Suppose now that h,*(pnx) = a: = h,*(g), g E G - Zx. It suffices to show 
that the set S = (g + kpnx 1 (k, p) = 1) contains an element of maximal 
p-height in G. We observe that if h&g + k,p”x) < h&g + k,p”x) then 
h,“(g + k,pnx) = h,*([g + hpnxl - [g + k,p”xl) = h&k1 - kJ ~“x) = 
hCP(pmx) for some m. We show now that elements of S assume only a finite 
number of heights in G. Since G/Zx is a p-group, there exists a positive 
integer r such that prg E Zx, say prg = cpGx with (c, p) = 1. 
Case 1. L # n + r. We observe that for g + kpnx E S, h,*(g + kpp”x) < 
h,*(prg + kp”+‘x) = h,*(cp’x + kp”+‘x) = min{hc”($x), hc*(p”+‘x)}. Thus 
if g + kpnx is not p-proper with respect to Zx, h,P(g + kpnx) = h,*(p”x) 
for some non-negative integer m < min{l, n + Y}. Consequently, we see that 
it is impossible to have an infinite sequence of elements of S with strictly 
increasing heights. 
Case 2. 8 = n + r. In this case we have p’g = c$x = cp”+‘x so 
p’(g - cp”x) = 0. Sinceg + Zx = (g - cp”x) + Zx we may assumep?g = 0. 
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Then for (g + &PX) E S, h,*(g + kp”x) < h,P(prg + kpn+rx) = hoQ~+~x). 
Thus by the argument of case 1, we see that elements of S assume only a 
finite number of heights in G. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose G and G are groups of torsion-free rank one with the 
same Ulm invariants for theprimep. If x E G, %E I? are such that U,(x) = UC(x) 
and GjZx, c/Z% are p-groups, then f,p(G, Zx) = f,“(C?, ZX) for all 01. 
Proof. Let (paG)[p] = (pa+lG)[p] + S, and S,(Zx) = {a E S, 1 3 kx E Zx 
such that a + kx ~p”+lG}. We show: 
0 if @‘(p%) # OL for all n. 
dim(S,(Zx)) = 0 if h,p(p”x) = (Y. and h,P(p”+lx) = 01 + I. 
1 if h,p(p”x) = O( and hoP(pn+lx) > 01 + 1. 
Clearly if a E S,, h,P(kx) f OL then ho”(a + kx) = min(h,P(a), h,p(kx)} < 01. 
Suppose a E S,(Zx), a # 0. Then there exists kpnx E Zx with (k, p) = 1 such 
that a + kp”x ~pa+lG. Consequently, h,p(p”x) = OL and p(a + kpnx) = 
kpn+lx ~pa+~G, and it follows that h,“(pfl+lx) > (Y + 1. 
Suppose now that h,p(p”x) = 01, h,“(p”+lx) > (Y + 1, and a, , a2 E S,(Zx). 
There exist integers k, esuch that (k, p) = 1, (/, p) = 1 andpnx + ka, cpa+lG, 
pax + laa, E p+rG. Consequently (ka, - 8aJ E p+rG n S, = 0 and 
Za, = Z(ka,) = Z(8aJ = Za, . 
We have thus established our claim concerning the dimension of S,(Zx). 
Since U,(x) = UC(x) it follows that dim(S,(Zx)) = dim(S,(Z%)) and is 
finite. Moreover since dim(&) = dim(S,) it follows that faP(G, Zx) = 
dim(SJ&(Zx)) = dim(S,/S,(Zs)) = f,“(e, ZZ). 
THEOREM 2. Let G and e be mixed groups of torsion-free rank one such 
that G, y G, and U(G) = U(e). If G, is totally prqjective for each prime p, 
then G s G. 
Proof. We may assume that G and G are reduced. Since U(G) = U(e) 
there exist x E G, f E G and a height preserving isomorphism 4 : Zx >++ Z% 
such that GjZx and G/Z% are torsion. Let Gt’ = {g E G [ g + Zx E (G/Zx),) 
and GP = {g E G / g + Z% E (G/Z%),}. Observe that Gfl and GP are 
p-isotype in G and G respectively. Moreover, Gq n C,+, Gp = Zx and 
@ n xDin @ = Zc 
For each prime p, we shall extend 4 to an isomorphism 4, : GP >--)+ Gp. 
Since G = C GP, G = C Gp and Gg n CDfq Gfl = Zx, @ n Csfn @’ = Z% 
we may then extend + to an isomorphismr$ of G onto G. 
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For notational convenience, let I = {g E GP 1 hcP(g) = CO} = prnGp and 
let I= p50@. Since G, is totally projective and is a p-isotype subgroup of GP, 
we have G, n I = (0). Moreover, since Gp/G, and Gp/G, are countable, it 
follows that I and f are countable. The mapping + : 2x >++ Z% can now be 
extended, in the usual step-by-step back-and-forth method (see the proof 
of Ulm’s theorem in [l] or [3]) to a height-preserving isomorphism 
0 : I + ZX >++I + Z.K Thus (I + Zx)/Zx E (I+ Z%)/Z% Since (by 
Lemma 1) ZX is p-nice in Gp, it is easily seen that (I + ZX)/ZX is the maximal 
divisible subgroup of G*/Zx. Similarly, (f + Z%)jZ% is the maximal divisible 
subgroup of GP/Z%. Thus we conclude that G”/Zx is reduced if and only if 
@‘/ZU? is reduced. 
Case 1. G”/Zx and cP/ZZ reduced. We have observed that Zx is p-nice 
in Gp. Moreover by Lemma 2, we have f,p(Gn, ZX) =ftip(@, Z%) for all 01. 
Since (Gp/Zx)/(G, + ZxjZx) is countable and (G, + Zx)/Zxr G, is totally 
projective, our assumption that G”/Zx is reduced assures, by Theorem 1, 
that G”/Zx is totally projective. Similarly GP/ZX is totally projective. Hill’s 
Theorem B above now allows us to extend 4 to an isomorphism 
4,: GP ~ >++ GP. 
Case 2. Gp/Zx and G”jZ% not reduced. Choose d E I - Zx such that 
d + Zx E (I + Zx/Zx)[p]. Since ZX is p-nice in G”, there exists kx E Zx 
such that d + kx has infinite p-height in Gp. Observe that d + kx must also 
have infinite order in Gp. Thus p(d + kx) EI n Zx and I n Zx f (0). We 
now have that I + Zx is a finite extension of I, since (I + Zx)/Z c Zx/(Z n Zx). 
Clearly I is p-nice in Gu and I + Zx is p-nice in G1’ since Z + Zx is a finite 
extension of I. Now, for any ordinal a, f&fl(Gp, Z) =f,J’(G, I) =fap(G, 0) = 
fal’(G, 0) =#,p(GP, 1). By Proposition 2.4 in [2], f=~(Gp, Zx + I) = 
f,J(GP, Z3 + I). Clearly GP/Z is reduced, (Gp/Z)/(G, + Z/Z) is countable, 
and (G, + Z)/I- G, is totally projective. Thus by Theorem 1, Gp/Z is 
totally projective. Since (I + Zx)/I is finite, Gl’/(Z + ZX) s (G”/Z)/(I + Z:c,/Z) 
is totally projective by the remark following Theorem A. Similarly 
@/(I + Z*) is totally projective. Consequently, again by Theorem B, 
0 (and hence 4) can be extended to an isomorphism +, : Gp >--t+ Gfl. 
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